Developing effective presentations in English
Instructor:

PhDr. Veronika Quinn Novotná, Ph.D.

Course description
Do you need to present your work, your institute, and/or your research project(s) at international
conferences in English? Are you afraid of presenting? Would you like to keep your audience engaged
and simultaneously make impact? Do you need to boost your general public speaking skills? Would you
like to master some basic principles of graphic design and thus create more effective slides? This
workshop will help you with the above and more.
The first part of this workshop combines theoretical input with practical tasks focussing on three main
areas: structuring content, effective visuals, and how to best deliver a presentation. We will go over the
principles of finding a clear focus, creating effective visuals and maximizing impact without cognitive
and visual overload. Next, we will look at means, skills and tools of how to best interact with the
audience and how to overcome stage fright and stress; we will also discuss the differences between
presenting face-2-face and online. Last but not least, the instructor will pay careful attention to English
grammar and usage and will offer a databank of useful language chunks that will facilitate delivering
your presentations.
In the second part (either on the same day or a week later), participants will be given an opportunity to
deliver their own, 5-7-minute presentation (summarizing their research project) followed by in-depth
and friendly feedback from both the instructor and their fellow colleagues.
Upon completing the workshop, participants will have learned several key principles of slide design and
will be able to develop and effectively deliver a (scientific/academic/professional) presentation in
English.

Course content (main areas to be covered):
1.
2.
3.

Focus on content – Structure and language: how to structure a scientific / academic presentation
Focus on design – Creating powerful visuals
Focus on delivery – Managing stress, time & audience; Body language; Voice; English language
proficiency and fluency; The art of public speaking; Presenting online vs. F-2-F

Level: The workshop will be held in English (recommended level is B1+ and above).
Time: Friday, 29 April 2022 (9:00-16:(30)

Bio:
Veronika Quinn Novotná studied English and German philology at the Faculty of Arts,
Charles University in Prague, where she also earned her Ph.D. in English. She currently
works as a lecturer in linguistics at the Faculty of Arts, University of West Bohemia. Since
2015, she has been teaching presentation skills and academic writing in English at the Centre
for Academic Writing at the Czech Academy of Sciences. She delivers both online and faceto-face tailored presentations workshops at various research institutes, and universities. In
her research, she specialises mainly in Global Englishes and English as a Lingua Franca.
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